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What are system containers?

01 They are the oldest type of containers
BSD jails, Linux vServer, Solaris Zones, OpenVZ, LXC and LXD.

02 They behave like standalone systems
No need for specialized software or custom images.

03 Low overhead, easy management
Thousands can be run on one system, as easy to manage as a bunch of processes.



What are virtual machines?

01 Virtualized hardware & firmware
Behaves in many ways like a physical system.

02 Hardware accelerated
Useful virtualization requires hardware support, additional performance gain comes 
from using virtualization-aware devices (e.g. virtio).

03 Can run just about any OS
Not constrained to Linux only.
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LXD system containers

01 Comprehensive and flexible resource limits
CPU, memory, network, storage, processes and various kernel limits

02 Device passthrough
Network, GPU, USB, disks and arbitrary unix char/block devices

03 Advanced features
System call interception, uevent injection, isolated id maps, shiftfs, ...



LXD virtual machines

01 Modern machines
UEFI with Secure Boot (where available), virtio devices only, based on QEMU 4.2+.

02 Same API and semantics as our containers
No particular VM knowledge needed by existing clients.

03 Integrates seamlessly with LXD networks, storage, projects, profiles, ...
All existing configuration can be shared between containers and virtual machines, 
profiles with resource limits or devices can apply to both types.



LXD clustering

01 Built-in clustering support
No external dependencies, all LXD 3.0 or higher installations
can be instantly turned into a cluster.

02 Same API as a single node
Clients that aren’t clustering aware just see it as a very large LXD instance.

03 Scales to thousands of containers on dozens of nodes
Uses a built-in distributed database and cross-connections between the nodes to 
offer a consistent view to clients and load-balance containers.



Demo time!



Let’s recap

01 System containers or virtual machines
Pick what’s best suited for the workload, management is identical.
Wide variety of images available for either type.

02 Seamless scaling with clustering
Single entity to manage, highly available and easily scalable.
Combined with CEPH, allows for fault tolerance.

03 Easy storage, network, GPU and generic device passthrough
Expose hardware directly to your containers.
Use quotas and limits to prevent abuse.

04 Works everywhere
Runs on a wide variety of Linux distributions and on all mainstream architectures.
Client also available for Windows and macOS.

05 Production ready
Long term support releases with 5 years of support.
LXD has been around for over 4 years, LXC for over a decade.
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Website: https://linuxcontainers.org/lxd
Code: https://github.com/lxc/lxd
Online demo: https://linuxcontainers.org/lxd/try-it
Community: https://discuss.linuxcontainers.org


